Altro Orchestra

Altro Orchestra resilient flooring has been engineered to create the ideal environment to heal, learn and live.

In demanding areas with constant noise and foot traffic, such as hospital and school corridors, comfort underfoot and sound reduction are paramount. Altro Orchestra makes life easier on the feet of students, patients and hard-working staff who spend countless hours on the move. And those not on the move will be thankful, as the disharmonious orchestra of steps from passersby will be quieted to a dull drum beat.

Comfort underfoot not only makes walking easier – in spaces where pedestrians have a higher risk of tripping and falling, Altro Orchestra’s additional padding can help prevent injury.

With a grand palette of 40 colors and designs varying from calming neutrals to vibrant shades in three distinct looks, Altro Orchestra allows you to design the right atmosphere.

Because not every space is created equal, one product does not fit all – Altro Orchestra may work in one room, but adjacent flooring can have different needs. Altro Orchestra coordinates with Altro Operetta and Altro Serenade, the three flooring ranges sharing many colors with different levels of thicknesses and sound reduction to suit whatever it is the environment demands.

Altro Orchestra is a 2.8mm sheet vinyl flooring, manufactured with 22% rapidly renewable biobased content and certified for low VOC emissions, helping facilities achieve environmentally-friendly and LEED goals.

About Altro

Altro is a world-leading manufacturer and innovator in commercial floors and walls. We turn ordinary interiors into thriving environments, transforming spaces to enhance people’s emotional and physical well-being.
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